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A QUESTION OF SOVEREIGNTY:  

THE POLITICS OF MANNING’S CONVERSION

The subject of this lecture,¹ Henry Edward Manning, is perhaps best known as he is depicted in the 1867 portrait now in the Pitts Theology Library. In it he sits as the reigning Archbishop of Westminster and future Cardinal, aloof, ascetic, autocratic—obedient to his papal superior and, in turn, awaiting obedience from his inferiors. At least such is generally the depiction. In a recent novel, for example, Manning is pictured as “a small, ascetic-looking prelate. . . . ‘the devil of the [Vatican] Council’ because of his intrigues, and indeed he had the look of a spider, being thin as a whip, with clenched jaw and a mouth like a slit.”² Nor has this caricature been left to stand on its own strength alone. A foil was always readily available in Manning’s fellow Cardinal, the venerable John Henry Newman, who continues to play the role admirably.³ Thus, Roy Jenkins’ popular new biography of Gladstone describes Manning as “the future leader of the authoritarian populist tendency, largely Irish supported, in British Catholicism” and Newman as “the future patron of a gentler, older, more educated, more English approach to an apostolic and universal church.”⁴

The negative portrayal of Manning this year celebrates its centenary. In 1895 Edmund Sheridan Purcell published his biography of the Cardinal in which he traced Manning’s life from his birth in 1808, his education at Harrow and Oxford, his work as an Anglican priest and Archdeacon in Lavington, Sussex from 1833 to his conversion in 1851, and his later career as a Roman Catholic priest and Archbishop until his death in 1892.⁵

Two volumes in length and venomous in intent, Purcell’s biography established the basis on which most later treatments of Manning were formed: Manning’s actions, it was understood, were those of a highly ambitious and authoritarian individual. When a few years later Lytton Strachey in his Eminent Victorians⁶ inimitably condensed and sharpened this characterization, there was no gainsaying it, and thereafter, any defense of Manning⁷ was forced to begin by accepting the opponent’s portrait. One of Bruce Marshall’s
fictional characters, as a result, is made to exclaim: "[Strachey] erred ... in two respects. As a clever man he ought to have known that the surprising thing is not that a Cardinal Manning should be on occasion an ambitious and an unscrupulous man, but that an ambitious and an unscrupulous man should ever have been Cardinal Manning."8

Not every centenary need be celebrated and that of Purcell's biography is one of them, but whatever their merit, anniversaries do direct us back to an earlier time and require some reflection on the past. Much more than a century, however, separates us from Manning's day, and the distance between a North American republic and British parliamentary traditions is far greater than the few miles that can be traversed so quickly—some of us may twice toast the arrival of a third millennium within five Concord hours. Obsessed with individual rights, we no longer look first to our obligations or grasp our identities, as our forebears once did, primarily in the context of a social whole. Sovereignty now rests in a people, not in the Crown, and supremacy, royal or other, arises with individual and majoritarian concerns. We dwell now in a different world than Manning's and find it difficult to step beyond our voluntaristic view of the individual and our understanding of social and political units as merely contractual. In such a region of dissimilitude, earlier times appear as foreign places, and the way to understanding them "is guarded by a more than usual number of ambiguities."9 In the light of the Purcell heritage, wedded as it is to our modern worldview, these ambiguities surrounding the study of Manning increase. At times we are, as it were, "lost in a wilderness, where every pine and rock and bay appears to us as both known and unknown, and therefore as uncertain pointers on the way back to human habitation."10 Yet, whether uncertain or not, pointers there are, and on the centenary of a particularly unloving description of Manning, it will be well for us to return to his conversion, the central event of his life, and to attend to it with care.

CONTRASTS, CHANGES, AND MANNING'S CONVERSION

On the eve of Passion Sunday in 1851, Manning posted a brief note to a friend, William Gladstone. It was the shortest of all the near-450 letters that had passed between them in the previous
decade and a half. “Bear me in mind in your prayers tomorrow,” he wrote. “And may God be with you always.” Manning’s request stands with the force of a command; for friends as close as these, any rhetorical entreaty, a “Please” or “I beg you,” would be disingenuous and overshadow their very real accord. Nevertheless, the accord is over. Manning’s benediction marks its end, and so well is he aware of this that he shifts his customary closing of the previous fifteen years—“Believe me, Always yours affectionately”—to a simple statement of loyalty: “Ever your attached Friend.” On the following day, April 6, Manning was received into the Roman Catholic Church at Farm Street in London. “[A]fter Sacramental Confession, Profession of Faith, conditional Baptism, and absolution,” Manning wrote shortly after the event, “I went to High Mass. [James] Hope was received about 3 o’clock the same afternoon.” One week later, on Palm Sunday, both were “confirmed, and communicated in the Cardinal’s [Wiseman’s] private chapel.” Anxious as always to indicate that significant turns in his career were directed by powers other than his own, he continued: “[B]y his desire I received the tonsure. He has expressed his wish and intention to proceed without delay, and at Whitsuntide to admit me to the Priesthood. He said that it was his decision and act on his own responsibility, not at mine or my seeking.”

How Gladstone prayed on April 6 we do not know. He wrote Manning immediately “in answer to his note showing that the blow was to fall tomorrow,” but on the blow itself, he could only comment: “A day of pain! Manning & Hope!” and on Monday, April 7: “Hope too is gone. They were my two props. Their going may be to me a sign that my work is gone with them. God give us daily light with daily bread. One blessing I have: total freedom from doubts. These dismal events have smitten but not shaken.” The following day, Tuesday, April 8, before leaving for Paris, Gladstone “[e]xecuted a codicil to my will striking out Hope as Ex[ecuto]r.”

There is something in Gladstone’s reactions and in the melancholy of Manning’s note that strikes a modern reader as melodramatic. “Surely,” an average citizen of the 1990s might comment, “this was far too extreme a response to what was, after all, even in the nineteenth century a private decision. No one was really any worse off: Gladstone could continue as a Member of Parliament, and Hope as a legal consultant. Manning no longer carried the prestige of an Anglican Archdeacon and had to give up an
assured income, but even in his case the results were not calamitous: only a week after his conversion he was pressed by the reigning English Cardinal to become a Catholic priest, and with such encouragement he could not have despaired over his future. Indeed," our contemporary reporter might add, "there has always been much to attract one in Catholicism. In Great Britain today, for example, it is a fashionable option. In the past two years alone, the Dutchess of Kent has 'gone over' and after her, Princess Diana's mother, amidst rumors that the Princess herself is receiving instruction. Could one not imagine that the same excitement swirled about Manning in the 'second spring' conversions of 1851 and that the same psychological and social-political pressures drew him in?

One could, indeed, so imagine—and many have. Post-modern we may be, but our explanations of conversion and religious experience generally remain dependent on modern presuppositions such as those of our hypothetical commentator. Particularly is this the case with those central and self-contradictory contemporary commitments to the primacy and sovereignty of the free individual will and to a therapeutic model of that will, as shaped by its socioeconomic and political environment. Not surprisingly, as a result, models chosen for understanding conversion are in large part appropriated from the social sciences, which in turn direct our attention to individual personality traits, developmental psychology, and family and social systems theories. However kindly intended, the results of such a program are not unexpected: religious behavior is described as but another social activity, and spirituality a stylish descriptive term for a group's or individual's willed idiosyncrasies.

Manning himself pointed out the danger of interpreting religious change by external character traits and within a modern framework of the sovereign will. In his sermons published the year before his conversion, he spoke at some length about "late conversions," and his comments provide ample warnings for those treating his own. Some conversions are "begun too late, and with greater obstructions." (S4, 9) From the external world, these receive special attention, since that world marks in them the "contrasts" between what was earlier and what came after. What the external world misses, however, are "changes": "changes are objects of faith alone" according to "the power of . . . constraining love which bends the
will of those who, after baptism, fall, and yet repent.” (S4, 11; italics mine)

By his distinction between “contrasts” and “changes,” Manning is able to oppose interpretations of conversion according to the methods of objective history. Social, or even intellectual, history can describe only the most obvious “objective” turn and is incapable of distinguishing between those conversions formed by the power of love and those that are the result of an individual’s private judgment. Indeed, as Manning describes self-willed conversions, one can almost sense him defending his later actions, insisting that whatever the appearance, his is not a life that can be so described: “There is always a glare, heat, and noise about such characters, a restless, eager sharpness in their tone and way, which betrays the source of the fire from which they are kindled to be not in heaven but earth.” (S4, 12) What counts for Manning is the heavenly kindling.

An initial and ongoing process, conversion marks “not only the change which comes in afterlife upon the sinful and the careless, . . . but also the whole life-long penetrating change of heart which must pass on every regenerate soul.” It makes little difference “whether [or not] it begin with our earliest consciousness[,] as dawn lightens into noon, it is all one. Time is nothing.” What does count, however, is the motive, and that is not the free act of the isolated individual. The motive power lies elsewhere: “[T]he only true motive of this change is a sense of the love of Christ.” (S4, 9)

Throughout his life, Manning opposed any understanding of conversion as the result of human will, acting primarily and solely on its own initiative and power. “The soul in man was so created,” he wrote, “that no other power could satisfy or sway it altogether; no other can touch its life to the very quick, and awaken all its affections. The love of Christ felt in the heart is the only principle of perfect conversion to God.” (S4, 8)

Such a state is not open to the external eye of a twentieth century historian attempting to grasp a nineteenth-century writer’s thought or personality. Manning’s implied reader is the individual Christian working out salvation with “fear and trembling.” To this individual he directs his call, knowing that the mystery of divine love in each human soul is operative in so secret a manner that it is not for anyone other than that soul to make judgments upon it.
A contemporary historian or theologian may listen to the conversation, but “changes,” worked by this love in such a soul, are found in the register of God, not in the record of humankind.

According to Manning, then, in assessing such matters as an individual's conversion, the human voice finally must be silent. In Manning's own case, however, the possibility of reaching an intermediate judgment may be possible. Although a fine theologian, Manning published his sermons with pastoral concerns primarily in mind. As such he intended them as aids in spiritual guidance, composed on the basis of his personal growth in holiness, a growth that he understood as initiated by the Divine and changing his moral nature daily. In this way Manning's sermons provide pointers to his own religious changes as he understood them, and allow one, if attending not to the external contrasts of his life alone but to his pastoral voice, insights into the nature of his conversion and the dynamic of his life as a whole.

THE SOVEREIGN WILL OF GOD: MANNING'S EARLIEST PASTORAL DIRECTIVES

Already in his earliest sermons in 1842 Manning initiated a discussion of the human will, and on the first page of that collection he strikes the keynote of his position: the will is passive, and even its activity is the result of its passive nature. Sin “listens at our heart, floats through all our thoughts, draws our will under its sway, and ourselves under its dominion.” (S1, 1) Certainly the will chooses, but in a fallen human creature it is sin that is dominant, and its dominance is spoken of as the human will itself, just as before the Fall the will “wielded an absolute power over [the individual's] own nature . . . [s]o long as he was subject to the Divine will.” (S1, 4)

The love of God, thus, invariably comes first in time and place according to Manning. Divine will works in a person before that person wills and obeys. Manning knows this in his own life: “I have been almost passive, while He has been working out His will in me: He has chosen, and gone before me, and guided me by the rod of His chastisement. . . . I have learned obedience by the things which I have suffered.” (S1, 299) Properly understood, the new will in a fallen creature is the result of loving divine election acting through the sacraments, initially in baptismal regeneration:
We are made new creatures by a present change working in our moral nature; that is to say, through our regeneration in holy baptism. By the love of God electing us to a new birth of the Spirit, and by the Holy Ghost working through that visible sacrament, we are translated from wrath to grace. (S1, 20)

Our moral nature, Manning goes on to insist, is singular and can be referred to as either the heart, the conscience, or the will. (S1, 24) Considered in this light, the will is not a faculty. As it is coextensive with heart and conscience, so is it with spirit, and consciousness and the individual’s choices are one with the individual’s growth in holiness or lack thereof. “As the will chooses, so the man is. Our will is ourself; and as it takes up into itself, and, as it were, incorporates with itself, the powers and the bias of good or ill—such we become.” (S1, 53) Wills that incorporate within themselves the “bias” of the good, Manning wrote in language that appropriates mystical vocabulary for ecclesiological and eschatological ends, “walk with God, and God dwells in them with a growing nearness day by day; they are ever more and more one with Him, and partake more fully of the Divine nature, and are filled with the will of God: they abide in God, and God in them.” (S1, 53)

On such a basis Manning works out his soteriology. “The spiritual life is perpetually replenished by the “powers of the world to come,” he tells his readers, (S1, 74) powers that are intended for all human beings, (S1, 77) as “they . . . absolutely submit their will to be changed and subdued to His will.” (S1, 80) Submission of will is not an action of will but a denial of self-will, “the absolute condition of His service,” (S1, 90) a condition fulfilled, however, by the divine itself: “There must pass on each a deep and searching change. And this change, though it be wrought in us of God, is wrought through our striving.” (S1, 84)

To emphasize the centrality of the divine action, Manning more regularly turns to ecclesiological themes and highlights the role of the church: “Christ is in the midst of His Church. His eye and His hand have been upon us from the hour of our baptism. He is ever drawing us by His unseen virtues: we are all around Him, some nearer, some further off; some approaching, some receding from Him.” (S1, 276) In the regenerate there is an active function of the will, enacting self-denial, that is, a denial of self-will without which “there can be no real cleaving of the moral nature to the will of God.” This use of the term “real,” Manning proceeds to point
out, is intended “to distinguish between the passive and seeming attachment of most baptized men, and the conscious, energetic grasp of will by which Christ’s true disciples cleave to their Master’s service,” (S1, 96) the end of which is “release from the causes of our disquiet, or rest for the deep cravings of an immortal being.” (S1, 111) Full satisfaction of such cravings shall be made manifest at the end of time but is present already in the church, “the root of the new creation, which shall be raised in its fullness at the last day.” (S1, 379) With this resurrection will come “the restoration of the whole man, in spirit, and soul, and body; a restoration of all in which consists the integrity of our nature and the identity of our person,” (S1, 367) and as such, full union between the will of the human person and that of the divine.

Obedience to the will of God is a work of direct and simple consciousness. It is to be wrought in us by its own self-confirming power. It is by doing the will of God; by recognising it in all the changes of life; by reading the expression of the Divine mind in the course of this troubled world; by bowing ourselves down before it, under whatsoever guise it may reveal itself; by yielding ourselves in gladness of mind both to do and suffer it, counting it a holy discipline and a loving correction of our own wilfulness, and by praying Him never to stay His hand till the power and will of self be abolished from our regenerate being;—by these means it is that we are changed from the shadows of a fleeting life to the abiding realities of the eternal world, being made partakers of the will of God. (S1, 140-41)

Manning’s teaching as set forth in the first volume of his sermons in 1842 was continued in his sermons over the next several years, although in them he developed more explicitly his doctrines of the visible and invisible church, the unity of the church, and the church as the mystical body of Christ. All these he linked directly with his reflections on the human will. A concern with ecclesiology had been with him from the beginning of his career. In 1835, two years after moving to Lavington, he preached and published his sermon, The English Church, Its Succession and Witness for Christ. In 1837 his Catena patrum appeared, and shortly after the death of his wife on July 24 of that year, Manning was busily engaged oppos-
ing the proposals of the previous year's Ecclesiastical Commissioners for Church Reform and the Cathedral Act, which (as Manning and his High Church colleagues interpreted them) subordinated the sovereignty of Christ's body, the church, to the secular political expedients. In 1838 he published The Rule of Faith. Practical and theoretical questions concerning the nature of the church would remain foremost in his mind from then until his conversion in 1851. By 1837 he had taken up regular correspondence with Gladstone, the bulk of which treated ecclesiastical and ecclesiological matters and was the catalyst for Gladstone's The State in Its Relations with the Church (the first edition of which was composed in 1838, the fourth, a two-volume expansion of the first, in 1841 [London: John Murray]), Gladstone's Church Principles Considered in Their Results (London: John Murray, 1840), and Manning's own The Unity of the Church (London: John Murray, 1842).

It is not surprising then that already in the second volume of his sermons, published in 1844, Manning should have expanded on the ecclesiological themes he initiated earlier and that these were developed in the university sermons he preached from 1842 through 1844. In a sermon, “The Probation of the Church, November 20, 1842,” for example, he emphasizes the visible church's role in regenerating the sinful will and thus allowing the newborn, regenerated will to act freely. (SU, 24) The process is not mechanical; it is enacted in the visible church without doubt, but through its living Spirit. In its regeneration the will is passive; as regenerate it is responsible and acts freely. And by baptismal grace it is present in each member of Christ's body:

There is in every living soul, born again of the Holy Ghost, a gift of enlightening. The great truths and laws of God's kingdom are as a germ implanted in the conscience; latent, indeed, and undeveloped, but there in virtue and in power. For this cause, baptism is called our illumination. (Heb. x.32) It is impossible to say what it may bestow upon the spiritual capacities of the soul; what faculties and perceptions, what passive and subtil [sic] qualities may be infused into us by our regeneration. (S3, 23)

The problem of such passivity is worked out in detail in the last of Manning's university sermons, his “Gift of Illumination,” preached on Trinity Sunday, 1844. (SU, 151-81)
intellectual sight whereby we see or perceive the ideas and relations of truth. By passive perception, is not intended a lifeless and inert condition of the mind, which is contradictory to the plain meaning of the word: for to perceive presupposes life, and the activity of living powers in the subject. The words passive perception may be used to express the act of perceiving such truths as discover themselves to us by their own light, as opposed to those perceptions which are the consequence and conclusions of reasoning and investigation. It is not necessary to raise any question as to the kind or degree of light which may be in us by nature, in respect to particular truths. Whatever it be, it is still a gift passively received, to which we bring nothing but the simple capacity and consciousness of perceiving. (SU, 157–58)

"[T]he deepest insights into Divine truth are obtained not by controversy," then, "but by contemplation," Manning states, again using mystical language to support his approach. Contemplation he defines as "the act of the reason, consciously and of our own will, with faith and love, dwelling upon truth received by the gift of God." (SU, 162) There is never a suggestion, however, that such contemplation is bequeathed to the isolated individual. It comes solely within the church. Citing St. Thomas, Manning makes the link explicit. Contemplation of truth is a communal act, pursued primarily in the worship and adoration of the church as a whole. In no way is the ground here being laid for sterile scholastic rationalism which simplistically set down "truths" to be accepted in humble obediential piety and which Manning is sometimes later in his life accused of supporting:

The contemplation of truth is so nearly allied to worship, that they continually blend. In meditating upon it, the Church adores the presence of her Lord; and from it she gains insights into the Divine will, mind, wisdom, and love, which issue not in definition and speech, but in affections and emotions; they can no vent in figures and arguments, but in silence and sanctity, in love, obedience, adoration. . . . It is by this devout reflection of the mind on the objects of faith, that the reason pierces into the causes and relation of truth, and finds the perfect harmony of its own light with the lights of nature and of faith. (S. Thomas Aquinas, Summa contra Gentiles, lib. i.c.vii.) (SU, 166–67)

By the "reconstituting of a new order in the creation of God, . . . by gathering from the ages of the world the fellowship of His elect; and bringing them, through probation, to perfection of holiness, and to eternal life," the visible church, enlivened by the Holy Spirit, serves that "the mediatorial office of Christ shall be fulfilled." (SU, 68–69) The church is thus "the ordained means of effectuating and fulfilling the ultimate design and aim of His king-
dom in the gathering and salvation of the elect.” (SU, 69)

It was with the church’s high calling firmly in mind that Manning preached perhaps his most controversial Anglican sermon, “Christ’s Kingdom Is Not of this World.” Manning took up the theme on Guy Fawkes Day, 1843 in St. Mary’s at Oxford, and because of his open criticism of the Roman Catholic Church in the sermon, he offended many of his High Church colleagues. Nevertheless, the sermon set forth a central principle that would eventually lead Manning into visible unity with the Roman Church. Because of the importance of the church’s “ultimate design” in “supporting the powers of a regenerate will,” it has an “absolute spiritual commission from its unseen Head,” which “admitted no principles of secularity when its canons were embodied with the public laws” (SU, 74) in the Constantinian era and later. The absolute nature of the calling must be maintained:

[It is an act of the highest unfaithfulness, and a direct contradiction of the first laws of its own existence, for the Church, as such, to admit into itself the principles, or to assume the temporal powers, of the world. In proportion as it becomes conformed to the kingdoms of the earth, it loses the stamp of its heavenly origin: it ceases to testify for Christ, and to rule in His name: it thereby abdicates its commission, and denies in act that Christ has upon earth any kingdom at all. (SU, 75)

Manning was convinced that the church as a whole, both in its invisible and visible forms, could not abdicate its commission. But branches of it certainly could. As he would insist four years later, the Good Shepherd “has provided, first of all, in the external foundation and visible perpetuity of His Church” for “the perpetual exercise of His unseen pastoral care to give us all that is needed for our salvation.” (S3, 8) This he has “secured” by visible means: the apostolic succession, the continuing presence of the Holy Spirit, “the revelation of all truth, . . . the universal tradition of the faith in all the world, . . . [and] the universal delivery of the holy Sacraments to the Church planted in all lands. Therefore,” Manning continues, “as the Church is indefectible, though particular members of it may fail of life eternal, so it can never lose the truth, though particular branches of it may err.” (S3, 9)

With this statement the scene was set for Manning’s eventual decision on April 6, 1851. Because a branch of the church could err, Christians must be ever on guard personally and politically, against self-deception,36 a form of deceit “very much aggravated by the
growth of religious knowledge and religious practices,” (S3, 104) and self-flattery. “[E]ven where there is outward obedience, there may yet be no true inward participation in the life and freedom of the heavenly city,” but by 1848 Manning’s words are no longer directed against the Roman Church or an interpretation of that “branch’s” fall from grace. He now looks homeward: “This is a warning specially needed in these latter times: for there is much seeming and false Christianity in the world.” (S3, 192)

At the heart of Christian civilization Manning saw those patterns of thought and life, summarized by Newman twenty years later in his Apologia pro Vita Sua as “liberalism,” and reflecting for both men the corrupting core principles of post-Enlightenment modernity:

The powers of the world, though professing to be Christian, have grown weary of Christ’s yoke, and are divorcing themselves, one by one, from Him. We have new ideas, new theories, new forces at work. Education now is the regenerator of individuals; and civilisation is the modern city of God. We hear of individual and social development; individual and social progress; of the destiny of mankind, and of the golden age yet to come, when all shall be loyal, moral, intellectual; Christian, but not sectarian; religious, though unable to unite; one with God, though divided from each other.

Here was everything he opposed: the triumph of voluntarism in private and public will, a reduction of all transcendent ideals into the essential rights of individual liberty, the secularization of Christian eschatology into a myth of progress, the remaking of religion into the culture of the day. And the danger, as he saw it now, resided not in foreign rationalism nor in continental “Romish” corruptions, but in the English nation itself, where the sovereignty of divine, gracious love was moulded into activities of a supreme human will, concerns with the common good considered merely as the possibilities of political compromise, and “the Crown” read as a cipher for “We the People.” The nation at large had apparently forgotten “that, for the development of individual perfection, there is needed a principle above nature; and for the development of society, an unity above national institutions.” (S3, 193)

A QUESTION OF SOVEREIGNTY: CHRIST OR CROWN?

Late in the 1840s a number of incidents coincided to focus
Manning's attention on the problem before him. Early in 1847 he suffered a serious decline in his health and was advised to take a rest cure on the continent. Following a brief stay at Homburg for the waters, he went to Rome and remained there until April of the following year. In Rome he met and conversed with Gioacchino Ventura di Raulica, whose political theology, although eventually leading in directions opposed to Manning's own, initially stimulated the direction of the Archdeacon's thought. At the same time, he received word that Renn Dixon Hampden, who from as early as 1836 was considered by members of the Oxford Movement to hold heretical views, had been appointed Bishop of Hereford, with relatively little protest on the part of the Church of England at large.

In the midst of the Hampden debate an even greater storm was growing. In 1847 the Rev. George Cornelius Gorham, an Anglican clergyman of thirty years experience, was offered a living in the diocese of the Highchurchman, Bishop Henry Phillpots of Exeter. Phillpots had been earlier angered when Gorham advertised for a curate “free from Tractarian error,” and he refused to endorse the appointment. Gorham was examined in November 1847 and again for three days in March 1848. At the center of the debate was Gorham's position on baptismal regeneration, in which, the bishop held, Gorham did not believe. The bishop continued to refuse to institute Gorham, and the case was appealed to the highest ecclesiastical court, the Court of Arches, in February 1849. When that court found for the bishop, Gorham appealed to Her Majesty in Council, and the case came before the Judicial Committee of the Privy Council on December 11, 1849. In the decision of March 8, 1850, the committee found for Gorham, and thus on the orders of a secular court, he was instituted in his living against the protests of his bishop.

In January of 1850, Manning's fourth volume of Anglican sermons appeared. The volume opens with a touching portrayal of Paul's conversion in words that only a year later could be read as a description of Manning's own turn. The description is consistent with his earlier writings. Conversion is not an act of individual will: “A power the world knew not of had fallen upon [Paul]; an attraction had fastened on his inmost will, and drew him to a world unseen.” (S4, 2) Christ's love is the law of the Christian's life, according to the theme of this first sermon (S4, 1-16), and in large part, of the volume as a whole: “It ‘constrains’; that is, it lays a force
upon us, as a strong hand draws us whithersoever it will." (S4, 6)

Only those who have been moved by a “divine motive” will continue in the faith. That divine motive “is the only principle of an enduring perseverance.” (S4, 14)

We do Manning a great disservice if we interpret his concerns throughout the late 1840s and 1850s as those of an individual who was attempting to work out rationally which of the various available religious options he was to follow. Human rationality did not have primacy in his theological system: it followed out of faith, was an activity of faith, and in no sense an independent instrument by which one freely reached rational conclusions (deduced either logically or on the basis of probability) and then acted upon them with an equally independent will. And what was true of the individual applied to the larger group as well. Manning’s understanding of the individual Christian and the Christian corporate body was of organic entities growing and maturing over time under the direction of the divine spirit, not of mechanistic structures operating by instrumental and legalistic norms.

What is the Church but Christ’s invisible presence openly manifested by a visible organization? The Church is Christ mystical,—the presence of Christ, by the creative power of His incarnation, produced and prolonged on earth. . . . [S4, 93] It stands in its fullness even until now, and we are partakers of its presence and its power. Therefore the Church is one, because He is one; holy, because He is holy; catholic, because His presence is local no more; apostolic, because He still sends His own servants; indefectible, because He is the Truth. And to perfect this mystery of grace, it was needful that He should go away. (S4, 103)

In this context Manning believed that there were two primary questions before the baptized Christian: (1) “Am I wilfully indulging in my conscience any sin which He hates?” (S4, 20) and (2) “Am I striving to be all that He loves?” (S4, 21) The questions retained their primary meaning as directed to the individual’s growth in holiness, but by 1850 Manning’s view of the life of holiness was framed more immediately by questions of his corporate activity as a priest in a branch of the church catholic. The problem of a proper standard by which to have security from self-deception now faced him directly.

Manning had taken up the issue of a standard some years earlier in his third volume of sermons. As he saw it, the difficulty was that once modern individuals had posited the primacy of the indi-
vidual free will, there was nothing to constrain or direct that will, and thus nothing to protect it from what it was in its essence, namely, self-deception. "[W]e have no perception of any higher spiritual condition even by way of idea, than either our own as it is, or by advancing in degree, as it may become. The want of such a standard makes us to be a standard to ourselves," (S3, 103) he wrote in 1848, three years before his conversion. But if the lack of a standard is as outlined, where is one to turn? "If this be so," he asked,

If we be our own deceivers, what security shall we take against our own hearts? Out of many we can now take only two.

1. The greatest security against deceiving ourselves by trusting our own hearts, is a careful information of conscience. . . . (S3, 108)

2. The other security is the only one which remains to those who have never enjoyed the first; and that is, to take the judgment of some other person, instead of trusting in themselves. (S3, 111)

The way in which Manning puts the question and the answers he provides for it together focus the problem. If one considers them from a Purcellian modernist perspective, one must consider Manning's solutions as trajectories—here already firmly established—that would necessarily lead him to an ultramontanist view of papal infallibility in its most rigorous form. According to this interpretation Manning was early seeking a secure foundation for both personal and institutional decisions, the first in a conscience properly and carefully informed by pure doctrine, the second in a legitimately established and authoritative priesthood transferring certitude through apostolic succession. The difficulty with this approach is that it not only mistakes Manning's earliest teaching but forces upon him in a later day a much more rigid and brittle doctrine of infallibility.

The "careful information of conscience" with which Manning was concerned had little to do with factual material or personal choice. All the terms in the phrase he understood etymologically and as organic terms. "Conscience" was "with-knowledge" (cum-scientia), faith's knowing with the active regenerating love of Christ infused into a person at baptism, forming itself in the believer through his or her life; the genitive was understood as both objective and subjective, that is, information as formed in the conscience, heart, and will, and as that conscience in-forming the
believer thereafter. For baptized individuals who did not fully “enjoy” the devotional possibilities in a life of holiness as here proposed, there was “only one” security that remained, “and that is, to take the judgment of some other person, instead of trusting in themselves.” (S3, 111) Ultimately and finally, that other person is Christ; immediately, it is Christ’s representative, those persons fulfilling Christ’s pastoral office across the whole earth and throughout time in an organic succession from the apostles themselves.

By March 1850 the content of Manning’s conscientious “information” included, among others, the premises (1) that a branch of the church catholic could err (as he believed in 1843 that the Roman branch had), and (2) that the Anglican branch had installed a heretic as a bishop (in the case of Hampden) and was about to accept without full corporate opposition a declared heretic (Gorham) as a priest on the insistence of a secular authority, thus ascribing greater sovereignty to the state than to God’s grace manifest in the visible body of His church. If both premises were true, it must follow that the Anglican branch erred and that Manning’s continuation as a priest in that branch was a “wilful indulgence in his conscience.” The question before him was one of sovereignty.

Manning’s own position remained consistent with the direction of his earlier thought, and he clarified this in his Appellate Jurisdiction of the Crown in Matters Spiritual, the preface of which is dated July 2, 1850. What was at stake for him was the location of sovereignty, a term he had used throughout his sermons and other theological writing solely with reference to divine grace. And when speaking of governmental authority he put forward the same position early in 1840, when he wrote to Gladstone: “The perfect idea of Government is the Sovereignty of God. He makes, preserves, governs, changes, renews all things at His will by a supreme power to create, & dispose in the material, or to persuade & control in the Spiritual world.” Sovereignty rests with God; when speaking of “[t]he primary form of human government or authority of man over man,” one speaks of supremacy, that is, “a supreme power under God & within his laws.”

Thus Manning opens his Appellate Jurisdiction with a description of “the Church of Christ [as] a Divine Kingdom; . . . governed by its Divine Head through the Pastors whom He has lineally commissioned to feed His flock; . . . with full spiritual power to administer and to rule in all things pertaining to the salvation of
souls, by His authority and in His Name.” (AJ, 4) This divine kingdom “in England” (he deliberately distinguishes this body from the Church of England, nor does he refer to it as a branch, but “as a member or province” of Christ’s Kingdom) “possesses, ‘in solidum,’ by inheritance and participation in the whole church, the inheritance of the Divine Tradition of Faith, with a share in this full and supreme custody of doctrine, and power of discipline, partaking for support and perpetuity, in its measure and sphere, the same guidance as the whole church at large, of which, by our Baptism, we have been made members.” (AJ, 4)

As a result “[t]he Ecclesiastical Law is not a function of the Civil Power, but a body organized and Sovereign within its own sphere… [It] is a living system, namely, the Church.” Indeed, over against the Royal Supremacy even “[e]very particular Church speaks to the local Sovereignty with the voice and authority of the universal Church; and no supremacy may be given to the Crown over a particular Church inconsistent with the Divine Sovereignty of the Church Universal. . . . The Royal Supremacy terminates where the Divine Office begins.” (AJ, 21–22)

If the Gorham decision were accepted, Manning had no doubt that the Church of England would be in schism. And if the church were in schism, it was necessary for him as a Christian in the universal church to withdraw from the schismatic body. By June 25 when he completed his draft treatise on the Appellate Jurisdiction, he expressed his conviction that “the later R[oyal] S[upremacy] is a violation of the Divine Office of the Church: and both a cause and a perpetrator of Schism.”

Holding firmly to his principles, however, he did not leave. He wrote and met regularly on the subject with Gladstone and in great anxiety and unwillingness to leave his work, continued to hope that a protest of the church as a whole could be initiated. He therefore remained active in the London and the Metropolitan Church Unions, who met on July 23. At that meeting Manning proposed a vote of thanks to the chair of the meeting and used the opportunity to express his hope that the meeting would result in an action of the whole church to respond to the decision.

The Bishop of London then introduced a bill in the House of Lords to deal with the matter, but it did not satisfy Manning, and the discussion surrounding it only made matters worse. By August 17 he felt it necessary to announce publicly, with as many others
who wished, his understanding of the Oath of Subscription. Only two other members of the clergy joined with him. Nevertheless, he remained concerned about those who were considering conversion and was troubled by those who did convert. If he went solely by the intellect alone, he admitted, “I should feel that the Anglican system has little it can maintain against the Roman Church. But I misgive my own spiritual discernment and fear to go by intellect alone lest truths should be hid from me which are revealed unto babes” (italics mine). The active and free rational will, after all, he had always insisted, was not to be followed in making spiritual decisions.

SOVEREIGNTY AND VISIBLE UNITY

By September 5 Manning was reconsidering the importance of another theological element, raised for him in his reflections on the unity of the church. According to his reading of Ephesians 4, he was convinced “that indivisibleness of communion was held to be by a Divine necessity, so that any person or portion falling off, or being in fact separate ceased to be of the Church; & yet the indivisible remainder was the Church as fully as before.” If this is the case, “indivisibleness is of the essence of indefectibility—except so far as a living body may lose members.” Once any members are lost, however, they “are no longer of the body. They were, but are not.” The body is one, a whole and outside of its unity they have no life; “indivisible unity is essential to the functions of life, intelligence, & love,” a point better made, Manning states, in the work of the German theologian, Johann Adam Möhler, on the unity of the church.

That Manning was “lost” by this time was evident to Samuel Wilberforce, who was visiting his brother-in-law at Lavington in the late summer, and it is apparent from a letter of Gladstone’s shortly afterwards that he too was well aware of Manning’s position. What is striking in Gladstone’s comments is the clarity with which he understood his friend’s situation. After the Gorham Judgment, Gladstone states, Manning “might have been kept, had the Church of England, had her Bishops as a body, declared themselves plainly and manfully for the faith.” Even since that time, Manning has been consistent in his argument, Gladstone insists. Manning’s was not a “Romeward” journey; it was that of a man open to his state in the world as providentially ordained. As Gladstone saw it, the cri-
sis was clearly one of faith and not the result of an individual struggling with intellectual or social options, a sort of consumer in a religious supermarket:

I grant that even some time ago he saw in the Church of Rome many things holier and more Catholic than with us: but that I think he was willing to accept as the dispensation of Providence: I do not think he had allowed his affections to become estranged. I do not think he was in the state, or anything like it, in which Newman passed his last years of Anglican profession. He had a firm faith in the mission & authority of the Church of England, because in her law she taught the faith, taught it as the faith.

For Manning, according to Gladstone, the Gorham Judgment “has not simply made practical what was in Manning’s mind before, but it has thrown his convictions on the side where a larger part of his sympathies stood indeed already, but were effectually neutralized by a sense of duty, not abstract and cold, but strong, commanding, & warm with life and action.”

By December 6 Manning had clearly decided to turn to Rome when he wrote to Gladstone in Italy, and in a letter to Hope on December 11 he indicates that he will take the step, one that he designates “as an act of the Will,” although he proceeds immediately to point out that he is “helped by the fact that to remain under our changed or revealed circumstances would also be an act of the Will.” He is not acting on his own. The man of will, as modern interpreters so delight in describing him, is not the Manning of December 1850. He is one who is turning to the will of God and is formed passively by it:

And that not in conformity with but in opposition to intellectual convictions: and the intellect is God’s gift, & our instrument in attaining to knowledge of His Will.

It would be a great solace if any event were to give the momentum. And so it may be, as it was with my resignation. I seem to have been passively carried through it.

Passive, Manning will remain throughout the process. Gladstone is in Italy and out of a concern for the latter’s well-being, he has “a sort of desire to see Gladstone once more before any final act.” Not surprisingly he refers to Ephesians 4 on the indivisibility of the church and to Johann Adam Möhler, the irenical apologist for the Catholic faith whose great Symbolik influenced Gladstone many years earlier. Anything other than Rome now is “licence of thought & will,” a sin against truth that is no longer invincible for
him, albeit, he is willing to accept, in Gladstone’s and others’ cases there may exist prejudices so deep and rooted so closely to the central truths of faith itself that they bind the will to them in such a way that sin cannot be ascribed to it.55

But this is not the case for Manning. For him truth demands self-denial. To leave home and occupation is not in any way simple. As he writes to Gladstone on January 3, 1851: “This day eighteen years I went to Lavington. You have never seen it, and if you had seen it you could not know what the consciousness of those eighteen years sustains like the consciousness of the present hour. It has been my only home, flock, & altar.” Finally on Sunday, March 30, after a final attempt on the part of the bishops came to nothing, he met for a last time with Gladstone. Shortly before his death, in a recollection to Purcell, Manning described the meeting as follows:

Shall I tell you where I performed my last act of worship in the Church of England? It was in that little chapel off the Buckingham Palace Road. I was kneeling by the side of Mr. Gladstone. Just before the Communion Service commenced, I said to him, “I can no longer take the Communion in the Church of England.” I rose up—“St. Paul is standing by his side”—and laying my hand on Mr. Gladstone’s shoulder, said, “Come.” It was the parting of the ways. Mr. Gladstone remained; and I went my way. Mr. Gladstone still remains where I left him.56

There is no venom or triumphalism in Manning’s late recollection. The statement, “Mr. Gladstone remains where I left him,” was not sarcastic in intention: Mr. Gladstone remains where Manning left him, that is, Mr. Gladstone remains in prayer. Should Manning have remained he recognizes he would have been lost; yet he makes no such judgment regarding his friend Gladstone. After all, the decision was not made by Gladstone; it was not an isolated act of will on his part. Some two years after the meeting, on April 5, 1853, Manning wrote to Gladstone from Rome, reflecting on the time:

When the Will of God required of me to withdraw from that which I had through sin and error believed to be a part of His Church & to submit myself to that which I had never intended to obey and to serve, I felt that the change in my relations to others was made not by him but by me, or more truly by Him who required so great a cost from me.

Often not noted is Manning’s recognition that the same principle is operative in his friend Gladstone, and others, who, albeit perhaps invincibly ignorant, are turned to the mysterious operations of
divine love in their lives:

My meaning in saying that I make no advance to anyone is this. Both you & I feel that we have some duties which arise from great laws & truths over which we have no authority. They govern us, not we them: & cost what it may of public or private gain they must be obeyed.57

In an important sense nothing has changed. As Manning reminds his friend, the position now held regarding the human will is the same one as he held when he walked in Rome with Gladstone in the winter of 1838.

It would need another walk from the Vatican to say all I would about the certainty & reality to be found only in the Catholic Church. And I believe that if your duties required of you verify Theology among the people of England we should not be far apart. My meaning is fully contained in two old Sermons you may remember in the IV vol. One on [Chris]t preached every way—& the other the Analogy of Nature.58 God in His mercy has shewn me where they alone are verified.59

Central to both these sermons were themes he held consistently throughout his life.60 The conclusion on which Manning acted in April of 1851 was not one at which he arrived by his own rational processes, but which “God in His mercy . . . alone” had shown him. Thus, in the first of these sermons, he insisted on the priority of divine action in the human pursuit of holiness: “As knowledge rises towards the perfect faith, every such advance is so much more of union between the spirit of man and the character and will of God. I am now speaking of knowledge only as a means of illumination and obedience, not as imposing the responsibility of attaining the perfect truth.” (S4, 67–68) What is operative in the process are not sterile dogmatic principles, but the living, unifying love of God, and “[e]very light which reveals God’s love leads on towards conversion.” (S4, 68) To an external eye, the path along which that love leads may appear erratic, perhaps wilful, but underlying it all is “[t]he knowledge of God’s love and of Christ’s passion work[ing] mightily in softening or breaking the hearts of men, be they who they may. . . . The powers of truth are not bound.” (S4, 70) They are not constrained by the decisions of individual wills nor in finely honed dogmas or mighty institutions. The powers of truth are at one with divine love, itself a sovereign life working passionately in the individual and corporate body.
Manning was ever one to apply directives that he offered to others to himself first, and his Anglican sermons therefore serve an autobiographical function. This is especially true with the fourth volume in which his comments often take on the appearance of inner dialogue and at times an apologia for present struggle and future action. Once having recognized this it may be useful to take up again the Manning-Newman contrast. We have grown accustomed to thinking of Newman’s works as intensely personal, “heart speaking to heart,” and therefore providing us with objective data for a biography of his inner life. But Newman chose the autobiographical voice and his life so developed that he was increasingly able to strengthen it. Manning had ever before him the duties of a pastor and archbishop, and was actively engaged throughout his life in the care of souls, with whose care that of his own was inextricably bound. He had little time to indulge in Oxford or Birmingham “self-reflection,” and, thus, when he does consciously take up autobiography, his work is strikingly inept.61

Like Newman’s, Manning’s was a life lived as both Anglican and Roman Catholic, and like Newman’s, Manning’s life has been read backwards, the Roman Catholic period being used to interpret the Anglican. For Newman this has tended to mean that his early, more rigorist and dogmatic character is revisioned in light of a later “liberal” Catholic period. Manning has not been so fortunate, necessarily committed as he was to the intense debates over ecclesiastical structures and infallibility in a period of major political and ideological upheaval. Unlike Newman, Manning is primarily remembered through the screen of his later conservative period and interpreted in light of intense modern debates over the heritage of that conservatism. As a result, the underlying spiritual dynamic that formed his Anglican career, required his departure from it in 1851 and continued to shape him thereafter is all but forgotten. In his case, therefore, it may be useful to read his life “forward” and to focus on the integrating spirit that motivated him during his whole life. Perhaps only in this way can the accomplishments of his later period be evaluated properly and their relevance for present debates be realized.

This is not to deny any aspect of his personality. He himself regularly admitted his own ambition and willfulness. He knew within himself the tendencies so simply caricatured as those of an
austere ascetic who judges and acts decisively, a doctrinaire patriarch who sets decrees before less formidable wills to accept or reject at their eternal peril, and an authoritarian bureaucrat who inflexibly defends his institution as that in which alone incontrovertible truth can be known. That such tendencies existed in him, no one need deny. But personal tendencies are not determinations, nor are they intentions, and we do Manning an injustice if we interpret his actions aside from the foundational principles of his theology and life, principles that might well provide novel insights for us, as we struggle with theological and ecclesiological formulae, perhaps too literally and simplistically received by modern minds as remnants of a pre-modern era.

"I have troubled you too long, and added little," Manning once wrote to Gladstone, "But it is hard to write as well as to leap in the dark." In the dark, Manning’s character, like his episcopal portrait preserved in Pitts Theology Library, waits to meet us. In the shadow of that portrait (as reproduced on the title page above) there are few contrasts; here are marked no changes. Sovereign light strikes from above on open forehead and gentle hands, in part hiding his gaze. He sits too rigidly, knowing perhaps his vulnerability. His head is slightly bowed. The eye is not assured. He looks out upon the London poor as he once did prior to his elevation as archbishop. This is not the portrayal of a man who was described in 1870 as "a little grey man, looking as if encompassed by cobwebs." Here his eyelid droops, and if one looks carefully, compassion is seen upon his cheek and sadness in his sight, these together turning down the corner of his lips, set firm against injustice and determined that it shall not last.
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